Introduction

29
Forms of mirror therapy (MT) are becoming The mirror box consists of a small rectangular Note. Bold denotes attributes that are theoretically isolated using experimental subtractions. PRE refers to the task performed prior to a foot-pedal response. POST refers to the task performed in intervals following a foot-pedal response. PRE and POST use the same movement task, which is a required hand movement of the left hand (see text); PRE and POST intervals are theoretically identical (therefore, POST minus PRE theoretically removes effects associated with the movement). The double subtraction aims to isolate brain activity associated with the perceptions induced by means of the mirror. *The RandPress condition was conducted with the mirror box covered and in a separate experiment with the mirror visible (with no hand movement). We noted that the latter experiment might induce visual distractions (and data were noisier); thus, the covered mirror was used in the present experiment. Note further that the control task, Covered mirror condition (reported in Methods), yielded no meaningful effects nor any reported perceptual changes or foot pedal responses, thus yielding no result after the POST minus PRE subtraction. That condition was therefore eliminated from further analysis. 
EEG findings
460
We averaged the EEG data for each participant other than alpha and beta).
478
Of interest in terms of our hypotheses, a main during Random press trials.
546
The omnibus null hypothesis for the SnPM test both alpha and beta frequencies (Fig. 3) . Finally, the temporal areas in the beta frequency band (Fig. 4) . 
Discussion
562
We aimed to experimentally capture the percep- finding is that 25% of our participants experienced no to the foot pedal press (IC3; Fig. 3 ). This is also control conditions (in this case a double subtraction).
703
We set ourselves up to fail in that we did not at 704 all expect to find strong support for our hypothesis.
705
Finding such support seems somewhat compelling.
706
We further acknowledge that the utility of subtrac- 
